
 
 
 

Room E 

The Gates of Hell (immobile carving) 

This ritual requires at least three participants: divided into “recipients”, who will have their 
souls tied to Hell, and “witnesses”, who will not.  One of the participants is the leader.  They 
must assemble outside Hell.  The leader must have a sharp weapon. 

The leader calls out “Lord Satan, Mighty One, Wisdom Incarnate, Speaker of 
Knowledge, I ask that you bestow your blessings on these ones, who seek to follow your path 
and escape the prison that the enemy has placed over mankind.” 

The other participants call out, “Hail Satan!” 
The recipients will be surrounded by a flickering red light.  The leader must cut each 

recipient’s hand and draw a pentagram on the head of the recipient. 
The recipients must then call out together, “O Mighty Lucifer, I ask that I may enter your 

dark realm, so that I may be in your unholy presence, and free from the chains and injustices of 
the mortal world.  Guide me, Satan, unto yourself, and may I be forever grasped in your mighty 
wings.” 

The red light will envelop the recipients.  This consigns their souls to Hell, and their 
current forms will soon fade away.  (They can continue to act normally until game end.)  A soul 
so consigned cannot later be consigned to anywhere else. 

The flickering light will then fade. 
 

Involuntary Version 

This ritual can be performed on an unwilling recipient.  To do so, two of the participants 
other than the leader must be restraining the recipient, who does not need to speak and cannot 
interrupt the ritual while restrained.  Instead of the recipient’s line above, the leader must recite 
“O Mighty Lucifer, I ask that you take this one into your dark realm, into your unholy presence, 
and may they never again trouble the mortal world.  Take this one, Satan, unto yourself, and 
may they be forever within your grasp.” 
 
 


